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Microelectronic Circuits (Oxford Series in Electrical & Computer Engineering)Oxford University Press, 2009

	Microelectronic Circuits, Sixth Edition, by Adel S. Sedra and Kenneth C. Smith

	

	This market-leading textbook continues its standard of excellence and innovation built on the solid pedagogical foundation that instructors expect from Adel S. Sedra and Kenneth C. Smith. All material in...
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XMPP: The Definitive Guide: Building Real-Time Applications with Jabber TechnologiesO'Reilly, 2009

	This practical book provides everything you need to know about the Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP). This open technology for real-time communication is used in many diverse applications such as instant messaging, Voice over IP, real-time collaboration, social networking, microblogging, lightweight middleware, cloud...
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The Psychology of the InternetCambridge University Press, 1999
This timely volume explores the psychological aspects of cyberspace, a virtual world in which people from around the globe are acting and interacting in many new, unusual, and occasionally alarming ways. Drawing on research in the social sciences, communications, business, and other fields, Patricia Wallace examines how the online environment can...
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Inerter and Its Application in Vibration Control SystemsSpringer, 2019

	
		This book offers the first comprehensive introduction to the inerter, its successful application in Formula One racing, and other state-of-the-art applications in vibration control. It presents fundamental analysis results and design methods for inerter-based vibration control systems. Providing comprehensive information on the...
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The Fat-Burning Bible : 28 Days of Foods, Supplements, and Workouts that Help You Lose WeightJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
The Clinically Proven Way to Burn Fat and Lose Weight!
"One of the most comprehensive nutritional and exercise programs I've ever encountered. This groundbreaking work is sure to be a powerful tool in the hands of anyone wanting to lose excess body fat while increasing his or her knowledge about this complex subject. . . . Mackie isn't...
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E-Commerce: A Control and Security GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Once scoffed at during the dot.com year, the formerly staid, old, “brick and mortar” companies have now fully recognized and implemented the value of the Internet. Their new online infrastructure allows them to reach customers in new ways, open new markets, and reap new rewards. “Brick and mortar” is now “brick and...
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Reliability, Maintainability and RiskNewnes, 2001
This 6th edition incorporates brand new material on the accuracy of reliability prediction and common cause failure based on the author's PhD research work.  David J. Smith approaches these subjects from an entirely original and unique viewpoint, emphasising that the need to demonstrate that safety-related systems have been assessed against target...
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Thinking on the Web: Berners-LeeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006

    

Tim Berners-Lee, Kurt Gödel, and Alan Turing are the pivotal pioneers who opened the door to the Information Revolution, beginning with the introduction of the computer in the 1950s and continuing today with the World Wide Web evolving into a resource with intelligent features and capabilities.
    Taking...
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Anxiety For DummiesFor Dummies, 2020

	
		Take control of your anxiety—and start living your life

	
		Feel like your life is spinning out of control? Not sure how to handle what seems like constant change and chaos? You’re not alone—the world has taken some pretty crazy turns recently—but if you suffer from an anxiety disorder,...
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Doing Business With China (Global Market Briefings Series)Kogan Page, 2003
This new edition of Doing Business with China marks the country’s first two historic events of the twenty-first century. On 11 December 2001, it finally became a member of the World Trade Organization (WTO), and on 15 November of the same year, with the official announcement of Mr. Hu Jintao’s appointment as Mr. Jiang...
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Jeff Smith's Senior Portrait Photography Handbook: A Guide for Professional Digital PhotographersAmherst Media, 2010

	
		
			With detailed, informative instructions for capturing personable and memorable yearbook photos, this reference presents step-by-step demonstrations on advertising, talking to clients, producing outstanding images, and finalizing a sale. Noting the delicate balance of pleasing parents and teens...
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Revolutions in Taste 17731818Ashgate, 2009
How and to what extent did women writers shape and inform the aesthetics of Romanticism? Were undervalued genres such as the romance, gothic fiction, the tale, and the sentimental and philosophical novel part of a revolution leading to newer, more democratic models of taste? Fiona Price takes up these important questions in her wide-ranging...
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